more dismal shadows, which incline one to preach vanity of vanities. I suppose that, in regarding the career of life (as one is prone to do when in contact with those just entering upon it), a man's mind is like a pendulum?his thoughts oscillate from hopefulness to apprehensiveness according to the circumstances of the moment;?influenced, it may be by external conditions, it may be by the internal arrangement of his digestive apparatus. At one time he cheerfully contemplates those " footprints 011 the sands of time," of which it seems proper annually to remind you ; at another he cynically watches the waves of time which rapidly wash out the unstable track. At one time he glows with admiration of the youth whose banner bore the strange device; at another he considers the lilies of the field, how they toil not, neither do they spin.
My impression is that introductory speeches endeavour to peg this pendulum too persistently to one side; and if for once I let it swing a little, I The reality is apt to be abandoned for the show. Yet, again, without the confidence of your patient it is impossible that his treatment can be carried out profitably to himself, satisfactorily to you. This confidence may be gained by empty pretension. The ease with which ignorant credulity can be imposed upon, tempts to assertions of knowledge, power, or skill greater than are possessed. Sometimes the desired impression is conveyed by judicious dealing with the individual patient; it is sometimes attempted on a larger scale. In certain not-distant quarters of the globe it is a recognised mode of obtaining distinction, to write, it may be even merely to advertise, a book on some limited but frequently diseased portion of the human frame. It is of no consequence that experience is nil. In a large town, the number of diseased bladders, or urethras, or livers, or rectums, is considerable, and experience of their treatment will come if the advertisement be successful. Such is the quackery of specialties, and to the same category belong the habitual nostrums, the persuasive pills, and all the host of tricks by which the needy man hopes to gather, the successful man to keep, his practice.
You are entering, then, or are already engaged in, the study of a profession of which these, as it seems to me, are the leading excellencies and the snares. I have not neglected to point out that it develops acuteness of observation, breadth of view, morality, and benevolence; but I have dwelt rather 011 the shallowness, the illogical habits of thought, and the quackery which luxuriate, because while it is important that you should attain the former, you are more likely to do so than to avoid the latter. Much is gained if the ends to be attained, the evils to be avoided, be mapped out in your minds, however imperfectly. 
